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COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

Town Centre Location
Conveniently located in the heart of Barnsley town centre within 30 minutes drive from both Leeds
and Sheffield. Barnsley transport interchange is within 5 minutes walk for all bus and train services
with 4.5m passengers a year using the interchange. 

Open 7 Days a Week
Monday - Saturday 8.00 am - 5.30 pm
Sunday and Bank Holiday Monday's 10.00 am - 4.00 pm
Individual store opening times will vary. Extended seasonal opening times apply.

Free Parking 
Sunday & Bank
Holiday Mondays



92,790
Average
footfall per
week

4.83m
Footfall
 per year

Source: Average footfall 2023

Bus & Train
Links
Within 5 minutes walk

482
Car parking spaces
with park mark
certification

42 Retail
units

170,000
sq ft
Total retail space

348,000
Shopper
population

40%
Of shoppers are 
affluent achievers & 
comfortable
communities
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Looking to showcase your exclusive products within The Alhambra Shopping Centre?
One of our short-term leases could be just what you are looking for, to enhance your
sales
and give you that kick-start your business needs. With options between island and walk
in designs out RMU's are located in the best locations around the centre to suit your
business needs.

Retail  Merchandising

Taking a promotional space within Alhambra  Shopping Centre will allow you to maximise
your success by giving you the opportunity to engage with some of the largest volumes
of footfall traffic in the Barnsley area. We can offer you a range of prime promotional
locations and can recommend the best spaces to give your promotion maximum
effectiveness with the choice of digital pods or larger areas. Within the centre, we also
have a range of spaces suitable for Exhibitions, Experiential actives and Brand
Experience events.

Promotional Space

In addition to our mall and promotional offering within Alhambra Shopping Centre, we
also have a large number of commercial advertising and media spaces available for you
within the most prominent areas of the Shopping Centre itself. We have a variety of
opportunities in terms of size, location, flexibility and price, which can be tailored to
meet the needs of your business or campaign

Advertising Opportunities

Promotion Space Walk-in RMU

Digital Pod Island RMU
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Digital screens operated by Boomerang Media:
sales@boomerangmedia.co.uk
Tel: 01252 368 368

PROMOTION SPACE

Digital Pods

Space Size
Weekly

Rental**

£800

1m x 3m £500

4m x 6mPS5 £400

PS1  & PS3

**Daily rates available on request. All costs are subject to VAT.

PS4

RMU5  & RMU6

RETAIL MERCHANDISING

Space Unit
Monthly
Rental **

Island Occupied

Walk-inRMU4 Occupied

 lower Level

Anchor stores:
Primark, Iceland, The Works, EE, Three & Vodafone

PS1

PS3

PS4

PS5

RM
U5
&6

RMU4

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

PS2

KioskPS2 Occupied
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A4 poster sites in the customer lifts. 
£50 per month / per poster

PS7

PROMOTION SPACE

4m x 4m

Space Size
Weekly

Rental**

Occupied

4m x 2.5m £400

PS6

 Upper Level

**Daily rates available on request. All costing is subject to VAT.

Anchor stores:
Wilko, The Entertainer, Shoezone & Savers

PS6

RMU2

RMU1

PS7

RMU3

RETAIL MERCHANDISING

Space Unit
Monthly
Rental**

IslandRMU2 £500

Walk-inRMU1 Occupied

RMU3 Walk - in

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

WILKO
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Occupied



RMU & PROMOTION
SPACE BOOKING

ADVERTISING

Laura Cullum / Steph Higham
T: 01226 295355
E: lauracullum@barnsley.gov.uk /
stephaniehigham@barnsley.gov.uk

Steph Higham
T: 01226 295355
E: stephaniehigham@barnsley.gov.uk

These details are provided only as a general guide to what is being offered subject to contract and subject to lease being available and are not intended to be constructed as containing any representation of
fact upon which any interested party is entitled to rely. Other than this general guide neither we nor any person in our employ has any authority to make, give or imply any representation or warranty
whatsoever relating to the properties in these details.


